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USA -- International Laughing Stock for Very Valid Reasons
by darcy Wednesday, Aug 23 2017, 10:24pm
international / prose / post

Nations around the globe watch the ineptitudes and antics of the USA and its completely
incompetent, pathologically flawed leader, Donald Trump with dismay, shock,
amusement and satisfaction -- a strange mix; however, many have missed the critical
symptoms of a state unravelling, which the US Navy signals to the world and what
applies to one section of the US military applies to the others, though with varying
degrees of incompetence and disarray.

Imagine the amusement and satisfaction of US enemy states watching the inept US navy almost
habitually colliding with merchant vessels in the open ocean, so much for the constant touts of the
most powerful and technologically superior military in the world. And that with the addition of over
one third of the fifty illegally launched missiles on Syrian targets which strayed from their target --
compare to Russia’s far superior missile strike precision. All indications make it easy to arrive at the
correct conclusion of a powerful nation falling apart.

The American population is now rabidly divided thanks to its flawed and unstable leader, compare
with the extremely nationalistic Chinese population of over 1.6 billion, which regardless of all other
political considerations, jumps automatically to support their nation.

Indeed, the current situation is cause for great concern in the US where so many overt and covert
political factions are at each others throats constantly, and as is widely known ‘a house divided must
fall’ -- at the moment the USA is the most internally divided developed nation on the globe.

Of course America’s disintegration was/is entirely predictable, as the cultural ideology has shaped
these outcomes; in a dog-eat-dog, ‘me’ society division necessarily flowers into destructive
competitive mania, especially in the higher ranks where national calamities cannot be hidden, even
by the world’s most successfully deceptive media, which is now losing its ability to shape mass
consciousness, in fact in order to compete with other media outlets it must follow a destructive
course and dump more fuel on the fire of social and cultural division -- it is a sorry state of affairs but
it had to come to this. A combative/competitive, self-centred ideology could lead nowhere else,
simple to assess.

And so the world today has a living spectacle/example of a perverse ideology (capitalism) coming to
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poisonous fruition, we should now note that the human species survived against the odds and
became the dominant species due to MUTUAL ASSISTANCE and COOPERATION, in other words the
GROUP must always take priority over the individual -- that simple, but clearly too simple for the
USA to understand though the proof is evident among various academic disciplines, notwithstanding
it is also instinctual to social species.

Consider the Inuit people that lived in one of the harshest environments on the planet and NOTE
they have no personal pronouns, “I, me (mine)” in their language, such was/is the critical nature of
group survival, but alas, the divisive, competitive, fatally toxic ideology of America is doing its job
and destroying the nation as would be expected. The world need only detach itself and watch
America’s downfall, in fact withdrawing all external support would accelerate the INEVITABLE for
America.

America is in a well deserved crisis as any other nation would have removed Trump immediately
after it became evident that his leadership was toxic -- a few weeks into his presidency. Now
consider that this OBLIGATION IS ENCODED IN THE FOUNDING DOCUMENTS OF THE NATION
and it only reinforces the point, a house divided cannot stand, which flaw the founding fathers of the
nation were well aware, hence they took the precautionary trouble to encode it as an obligation for
the people to remove any leader/government which is destructive to the nation, and the Trump
admin couldn’t be more socially and nationally destructive if it tried as is evident on a daily basis, yet
such is the division and alienation the nation suffers that the people are unable to act in a unified
manner to save themselves from sure destruction.

Goodbye America, you asked for it and now it’s too late to save yourselves; your enemies will soon
be picking through the rubble of a failed nation. And dear readers if you care to research the matter,
the above is not a fraction of the total horrid picture but enough to deliver the point in the limited
space and diminished reader attention/capacity available.
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